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Abstract
This study addresses the first-principles analysis using generalized gradient approximation (GGA), which is pillared on density
functional theory (DFT), to find the effects of silver (Ag) doping on SrTiO3 structurally, electronically and optical properties.
As Ag doping into SrTiO3, we see a small decrease in the volume of unit cell. Moreover, Ag-doping adds new states in SrTiO3
at Brillouin zone symmetry points, transferring host material’s indirect band gap to a direct band gap. Ag doping in SrTiO3
results in the transfer density of states to smaller energies and increase in interaction among Ag atom and its surrounding
atoms. Moreover, at the conduction band, the partial density of states (PDOS) of SrTiO3 changes generally. As a result, we
conclude that Ag doping has an effect on the electronic band structure of SrTiO3. SrTiO3 doping with Ag has improved optical
properties and its ability of converting to direct band gap results it in a perfect choice for optoelectronic applications.

1 Introduction:
Semiconductor materials are most important to use as photo catalyst to split water for production of refined
hydrogen fuel [1,2]. Appropriate band positions are interesting parameters in splitting water by photo
catalytic action. In other words, oxidation potential of water should be less positive than VBM valance band
maxima and reduction potential of hydrogen must be less negative than CBM conduction band minima.
SrTiO3 is significantly stable and has a large number of raw materials due to which it has sensational
photo catalytic effect to split water and extract hydrogen with the help of solar energy. SrTiO3 having cubic
structure is a perovskite material which has a wide range of applications as it has photo catalytic activity,
being used to store energy, for gas sensing, in lithium-ion batteries as anode material, RAM (random access
memory) and devices which deals with microwaves [3,4]. SrTiO3 can be prepared by several techniques like
hydrothermal method [5], PLD, Sol-gel [6], coprecipitation method, electrospinning method [7], polymeric
precursor technique etc. [8]. and a lot of work on its pure and metal doped samples have been done to study
various physical properties. We performed all of the simulations CASTEP code, which is built on DFT and
uses a plane wave pseudo potential approach with no approximation of the orbital form. In this article,
structural analysis, optical properties and electronic properties determined. The band gap configuration
plus lattice parameters of Ag doped SrTiO3 are also investigated. The existence of new states at G-(gamma)
points was related to a minor variance in the lattice parameter of Ag doped SrTiO3 . We’ve seen a red change
in the optical properties of SrTiO3 through Ag-doping.
The following is the outline for this article: We include the computation information in section computational
details. The section results and analysis contain the results and discussion. The article finally ends with the
section of conclusion.
2 Computational Details:
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SrTiO3 cubic structure belongs the Pm3m space group at room temperature. In this article electronic and
structural properties of SrTiO3 plus its Ag doped sample were studied using technique of DFT. The CASTEP
code was used for this, which made it simple to measure and compute the physical properties of a perovskite
like SrTiO3 . We research the impact of optical properties on dielectric constant in this software, as well as
many other physical properties, but electrical, optical, structural, and electronic properties were our main
concerns. First, we described and optimized the geometry of our perovskite, and then we used CASTEP to
measure the physical properties of SrTiO3 [9,10]. Ground state properties and pseudo-physical properties
were discovered using DFT. K-points pieces of Brillouin zone testing for unmixed and mixed SrTiO3 were
set at 2×2×1 on the Monkhorst Pack grid [11-12].
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Structural Observation:
To calculate the structural, optical properties and electronic properties of both pure SrTiO3 and Ag doped
SrTiO3 compounds space group Pm3m, as the position of atoms throughout the supercell of both pure
SrTiO3 further Ag doped SrTiO3 as seen in figure seen in figure show shown in Fig 1 (a) & (b) respectively
Sr: (0, 0, 0), Ti:( 21 , 12 , 12 ) and O: ( 12 ,0, 12 ) .

3.2 Optimization of Geometry:
The modified geometrical parameters for pure SrTiO3 , a = b = c = 3.944 Å, were achieved after the creativity
of 2×2×1 supercell and directly related with theoretical literature data [13]. Our estimated value is virtually
identical to the previously published results, demonstrating the truthfulness of calculations of first-principles.
The same method adopted to dope SrTiO3 with Ag atoms. The parameters of lattice were changed almost
0.0074 Å for SrTiO3 and its Ag doped sample. In comparison to our calculated lattice parameters, As shown
in Table 1 that the lattice parameters of SrTiO3 structure substantially overcalculated (a, b and c=3.937 Å)
due to Ag doping. Ag doping in SrTiO3 also causes a decrease in the volume of the supercell. This is Ag has
ionic radius of 0.128 nm which is larger than that of Sr which is 0.113 nm.
3.3 Electronic properties of pure SrTiO3 and Ag doped SrTiO3 :
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3.3.1 Band Structure
We measured the band structures of pure SrTiO3 as well as effect for Ag atom doping upon the electronic
properties of SrTiO3 . The band structure of both pure and doped SrTiO3 are shown in Fig 2 (a) & (b),
respectively. We can see that maximum of valance band (VB) present at point R and the minima of
conduction band (CB) present at point G, which confirms the indirect band gap of pure SrTiO3 . Taking
such two approximation points into consideration, the calculated bandgap of pure SrTiO3 is 1.91eV and
Ag-doped SrTiO3 is 2.18 eV. This indirect band gap findings are nearly matched with previous study. As
we can see that in the case of pure SrTiO3 , the value of direct band gap is lesser than the value which
is obtained by experiment which is 3.2 eV [22]. From Fig 2(b), both minima of conduction band and the
maxima of the valence band present at same point “G” throughout the observed results of Ag-doped SrTiO3
and after doping the indirect band gap was converted to direct band gap. The graph reveals that the VB of
Ag-SrTiO3 , especially at point G, is transferred up than that of pure SrTiO3 [15,16].

Previously
Reported
(Pure SrTiO3 )
[13]
Previously
Reported
(Ag-doped)
[14]
Present Study
(Pure SrTiO3 )

Parameters of
lattice (Å)

Parameters of
lattice (Å)

Parameters of
lattice (Å)

Volume (A3 )

Band Gap
(eV)

a
3.875

b
3.875

c
3.875

58.186

2.24

3.892

3.892

3.892

58.955

2.40

3.944

3.944

3.944

61.368

1.91
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Present Study
(Ag-doped)

Parameters of
lattice (Å)

Parameters of
lattice (Å)

Parameters of
lattice (Å)

Volume (A3 )

Band Gap
(eV)

3.937

3.937

3.937

61.023

2.18

Table 1: Lattice parameters and band gap of pure SrTiO3 and Ag-doped SrTiO3 :
3.3.2 Partial Density of State (PDOS) and Total Density of State (TDOS):

We can see that the upper position of the valence band has major influence after doping. Furthermore, the
O-p states and s-DOS on either side the Fermi stage tend to be sharpen by the O atom after Ag doping in
present lattice. Fig 3 (a) shows the PDOS of pure SrTiO3 and Ag-doped SrTiO3 we observed that the value
of Ag-doped SrTiO3 is maximum as compared to pure SrTiO3. The elemental PDOS was plotted to compare
the pure and doped systems Fig 3 (b & e) that exhibit major differences in valance and conduction band
states before doping and after doping. Fig 3 (c) shows the PDOS of pure and Ag-doped Ti, we observed
that value of Ag-doped Ti is greater as compare to pure Ti. Fig 3 (f) shows the TDOS and for pure and
Ag-doped SrTiO3 , we see that the top at the valence band is in the limit of 0 to 5 electron Volt generates
deep effect, according to the TDOS, due to recently emerging Ag-d states. By appearance the Ag- d states
at the upper point of the valence band at point G could explained an upper change in the valance band.
As a result, we claimed that Ag doping in SrTiO3 has two significant consequences. The first shows the
reduction in band gap reasoned of inclusion of Ag in SrTiO3 . Second, we see alter in structure of the band
gap after doping from indirect to direct. As a result, Ag doped SrTiO3 would be much effective for optical
devices [17,18].
3.4 Optical Properties:
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Since SrTiO3 is energetic compound of optical electronic devices, we examine result Ag doping with
SrTiO3 lattice. Properties of optical such as reflectivity, absorption, refractive index (n), refractive index
(k), loss function, real part and imaginary part of dielectric function and real part of conductivity describe
how light interact with matter. Firstly, we calculated these optical properties of pure SrTiO3 compound and
after this we compare the optical properties with Ag doped SrTiO3 compound shown in Fig 4. We analysis
that these optical properties are frequency dependent and interconnected.
Ag doped SrTiO3 , all points where the absorption is lowest, the reflection Fig 4(b) is found to be maximum.
Here we analyze that the presence of doping slightly changes the absorption spectra.
As shown in Fig 4(e & f) the dielectric function is divided into two parts: First is real part and second is
imaginary part. The real part of dielectric function (DF) represents polarization, while the imaginary part
describes energy dissipation within the framework. In the case of a pure SrTiO3 , the imaginary component of
DF is 0 at 0 electron Volt. It illustrates that energy dissipation (absorption) is zero inside the SrTiO3. If we
compare this value with the Ag-doped SrTiO3 we observe that energy dissipation is present at 0 electron Volt.
The imaginary part of DF shows four highest peaks which observed at 4.12, 7.28, 23.02 and 36.33 electron
Volt of pure SrTiO3 , which relates the 4 absorption peaks depicted in Fig 4(a). Ag-doped SrTiO3 shows
notable peak at 8.69eV and absorption peak at 23.80 electron Volt is slightly decreases for doped SrTiO3 . It
can be observed Ag-doped SrTiO3 system indicates do not a change in absorption peaks from high energy to
low energy, but also a transfer in absorption peaks away from high energy. The energy area in which electrons
do not generally bound to their lattice positions and conduct plasma oscillations upon light exposure defined
as the maximum loss function. In comparison to the pure SrTiO3 , we analyze that the Ag-doped SrTiO3 a
high peak of plasma oscillation has shifted to smaller energies. Fig 4(d) shows that the energy loss function
of doped SrTiO3 reaches its maximum value as compare to pure system of the dielectric function. The both
parts of refractive index (n & k), which based on energy (frequency), make complex refractive index shown
in Fig 4(g & h). The doped system’s refractive index (n) is estimated to be 3.23eV, which is significantly
higher than the pure system’s (2.50 eV). After Ag addition, the refractive index (n) of semiconducting SrTiO3
shifts to higher values, confirming the transition of semiconducting SrTiO3 to metallic material. The lowest
absorption energy is correlated with highest refractive index value at zero photon energy. The refractive
index decreases as absorption increases, as seen in Fig 4(g). The annihilation of energy in the system defined
be with extinction coefficient, which correlated by the absorption spectrum. At photon energy is 1.3eV, the
extinction coefficient of pure SrTiO3 is zero, which is the same as its indirect band gap and until 1.3eV,
there is no extinction of energy inside the substance. So, that it has zero absorption. The refractive index
(n) rises in parallel by absorption. The refractive index (k) of Ag-doped SrTiO3 has transferred to a lower
energy, with sharp peaks occurring at about 4.40eV, 8.50eV, 19.65 eV, 23.68eV and 36.41eV [19-21].
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4. Conclusion:
In the recent work we applied the first-principles calculations on the basis of DFT to explore the outcomes of
Ag on structural analysis, optical and electronic properties of SrTiO3 compound. Our calculated structures
match those reported in the literatures and are discussed in the context of Ag-doping. Before doping and
after doping of Ag, we measured the band structure of SrTiO3 . Furthermore, using the concepts of TDOS
and PDOS, the ‘’band structure” both events are thoroughly investigated. After Ag doping, we observe that
the Fermi level shifts near to conduction band, similar to activity of n-type degenerate semiconductors. With
comparison of pure SrTiO3 , the introduction of new Ag DOS at G points leads to the decrease in optical band
gap. Moreover, at the conduction band, the partial density of states (PDOS) of SrTiO3 changes generally.
As a result, we conclude that Ag doping has an effect on the electronic band structure of SrTiO3 . SrTiO3
doping with Ag has improved optical properties and its ability of converting to direct band gap results it in
a perfect choice for optoelectronic applications.
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